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High-performance tubular furnaces (fired heaters) of radiation-convection type, containing radiation
chamber and convection section, are preferred for fundamental applications of process industry. The
radiant chamber is dominant part of furnace since the most of heat is transferred to heated fluid there.
Knowledge of heat flux distribution along the height of radiant chamber of tubular furnace is one of the
crucial conditions of proper design of radiant tube coil system (especially when two-phase flow of heated
fluid occurs inside radiant tubes). However, this information is not known in the initial design stage where
the furnace design is performed according to relevant design standards and restrictions.
Paper presents actual results of development of so-called Modified Plug-Flow (MPF) furnace model for
calculation and identification of real distribution of heat flux along height (length) of combustion chamber
from burners. Obtained results show that MPF model is able to identify with sufficient accuracy a real
burner thermal behaviour based on results of experimental measurement of real burners from burner
testing facility.

1. Introduction
Fired heaters, boilers and furnaces are the major energy consumption components of industrial plants.
Design and operating of these items is under continuous development, because optimum design of
equipment leads to higher efficiency and, thus to lower operating cost, lower energy consumption, and
lower amount of emissions being produced (Klemeš et al., 2010).
Present methods for optimum overall design and operating of fired heaters, boilers and furnaces and their
integration into processes using low cost modelling techniques are well managed for different areas of
industrial processes, such as, for example, fired heaters for refinery and petrochemical plant applications
(Jegla, 2006), continuous steel-reheating furnaces (Tucker and Ward, 2012) or waste incineration boilers
and furnaces (Jegla et al., 2010).
The radiant (combustion) chamber is a dominant part of fired heater, boiler or furnace since the most of
heat is transferred to heated fluid there. Knowledge of heat flux distribution from burners along the height
(length) of radiant chamber is one of the crucial conditions of proper design of radiant tube coil heat
transfer system. It is very burning issue especially in the case of fired heaters in refinery applications (see
Figure 1), when two-phase vapour-liquid flow of heated complex hydrocarbon mixture occurs inside radiant
tubes. However, information about heat flux distribution is not known in the initial design stage where the
fired heater design is performed according to relevant design standards and restrictions.
The level of agreement of applied design standard rules, especially of typical local distribution of heat flux
along the radiant chamber height (length), and real thermal behaviour of installed burners in radiant
chamber fundamentally influences operating behaviours of whole fired heater. When the level of
agreement is not sufficient, serious operating troubles arise. Typically it is a separation of vapour and liquid
phase of heated fluid and rapid deposition of coke inside tube coil resulting in overheating of tubes, rapid
decline lifetime of exposed tubes, fast increasing of fluid pressure drop, and necessity of the plant shut
down and decoking of fired heater or its revamp (Jegla et al., 2011).
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Figure 1: Typical refinery high performance radiation-convection types of fired heaters (cabin type – left,
vertical cylindrical type - right)
Successfully solving of these problems consists in careful design of radiant tube coil system of fired
heater. However, the reliable and verified information about the distribution of heat flux from the used
burners along the height (length) of the radiation chamber of fired heater is necessary for careful radiant
tube coil design.

2. The possibilities and difficulties of determination of heat flux distribution
Generally it is possible to determine a local heat flux along radiant chamber of fired heater by several
approaches, their possibilities and obstacles will now be further discussed.
Experimental measurement on special testing facility - this option is only available to specialized scientific
research institutes and manufacturers of burners. The burner is tested on a test combustion chamber
equipped with detail and quality measurement and control system. The results of the test of burner allow to
reliable identify, among other parameters, also the real distribution of heat flux low into the walls of the
combustion chamber.
Prediction using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software – using of detail numerical heat transfer
approach for prediction of distribution of heat flux to walls in combustion chamber requires long time
modelling experience with using CFD software. Results of CFD prediction have to be verified by
experimental measurement on real burner. When the verified calculation model is used, results of CFD
analysis give detail and real information about heat flux distribution.
Operational measurements - measurement on fired heater during its operation usually allows identifying
the real local heat flux only at certain locations of radiation chamber. It does not so provide an overall
picture of the distribution of heat flux along the chamber height (length). In addition, operating
measurement requires special and expensive measuring equipment (most often thermography or heat flux
meters) with trained operator (Jegla, 2012). Results of operating measurement are typically used as
support information for heater operating analysis or for verifying of CFD models when information from the
experimental test of burners is not available.
Prediction using low cost calculations – low cost calculation models are much more suitable for common
fired heater design practice than CFD calculations, especially from time consumption reason. However,
the information ability of available low cost models is much lower due to simplified mathematical
formulations of these models. Potential of low cost models can be utilized for prediction of heat flux
distribution after suitable modification of their formulation and completing with information from
experimental testing of burners.
It is obvious from previous discussion that possible approaches to determine a distribution of heat flux
along radiant chamber do not allow individually solve the problem and suitable combination of information
from these approaches is necessary. One of the perspective and practically effective approach for
identifying the heat flux distribution along height (length) of radiant chamber during design stage of fired
heater we see in development of suitable form of low cost calculation model utilizing important information
from experimental tests of real burners.
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3. Experience with determination of heat flux distribution
Institute of process and environmental engineering (as part of R&D institution NETME Centre at Faculty
Mechanical Engineering, Brno University of Technology) disposes besides experience with practical
design and optimization of fired heaters also long time experience with determination of heat flux
distribution especially in the areas of experimental measurement on special burner testing facility and
prediction using CFD software. These activities will now be briefly introduced.
3.1 Experimental measurement on special burner testing facility
Main part of advanced burner experimental facility installed at Institute of process and environmental
engineering creates a horizontal water-cooled combustion chamber with an internal diameter of 1 m and a
length of 4 m, and with a maximum burner capacity of 1.8 MW. The cooling shell is split up to seven
independent cylindrical sections with measured inlet and outlet water temperature and flow rates. This
opens-up the possibility to evaluate heat fluxes to the walls along the flame. There are two inspection
holes placed opposite each other in each section and two inspection holes at the end of the combustion
chamber. The holes enable detailed observation of the flame and additional installation of measuring
instrumentation. The experimental facility is equipped with a data acquisition system and advanced control
system. The data acquisition system is designed to automatically collect all measured values including
flow rates, temperatures and pressures. Facility serves for testing and development of burners for effective
combustion of standard or renewable gas and liquid fuels. More details and parameters of burner testing
facility can be found for example in Bělohradský et al. (2009) or Kermes and Bělohradský (2013).
3.2 Experience with prediction using CFD software
Long-time experience with using of CFD software FLUENT (Fluent, 2006) and its application to modelling,
prediction and verification of heat flux distribution can be demonstrated ,for example on detail CFD
analysis of behaviour of the low-NOx gas burner of a diffusion-mixed type with forced combustion air
supply and duty 745 kW. Detail description of tested burner can be found in Bělohradský et al. (2009).
Geometrical model for CFD calculation including the air duct, the burner and the combustion chamber is
shown on Figure 2.

Figure 2: Model of combustion facility and detail of burner for CFD analysis, acc. to Bělohradský et al.
(2009) - reprinted with permission
Detail computational analysis and prediction of turbulent, non-premixed swirling gas flame in an air-staged
burner was performed in first stage of evaluation by Bělohradský et al. (2009) with average error of 15 %
completed in second stage by Vondál and Hájek (2009) with average error of CFD model 10 %.

4. Development of Modified Plug Flow Furnace Model
Above mentioned experience with possibilities of determination of heat flux distribution results in
development of low cost model suitable for common fired heater design practice for prediction of heat flux
distribution utilizing information from experimental testing of burners.
4.1 Plug Flow Furnace Model
All commonly used low cost fired heater computational models can be utilizing principles of zone modelling
technique. In the simplest form is model referred as well stirred (WS) furnace model, see, for example
Hewitt et al. (1994). Furnace or radiant chamber of fired heater is in this model modelled in three zones,
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namely, the central hot gas (i.e. radiating flue gas) zone, the heat sink (i.e. zone representing tube coil
system) and the zone of refractory walls.
Simplifying assumptions used in WS model are that the hot gases are perfectly mixed at a uniform
temperature, Tg; the heat sink is grey and has a uniform temperature, T1; and that the refractory surface is
radiatively adiabatic (i.e. it reradiates all the heat that is receives). The WS model is adequate for
predicting overall average heat transfer but provides no information on spatial variations, in particular
those due to changes in heat release rate which occur as the gases flow through the furnace. This
deficiency is significant when the length of the furnace is great in relation to its mean hydraulic diameter,
for example, in case of (long or height) fired heaters, fire-tube boilers and tunnel kilns.
For the calculation of such firing equipment the plug flow (PF) furnace model can be applied. Instead of
calculating the total rates of heat flow, as was done in the WS model, the furnace is considered as a
(circular) channel (or duct) of length L divided into small segments of length dx, each of which is subject to
local heat flux from the hot gases to the sink (q1) and to local heat flux through the refractory wall to the
outside of the furnace (qr). The third factor required in the calculation is the local rate of heat release per
unit length of tube, due to combustion. In the PF model it is assumed that the local volumetric heat release
rate (hf) is a known function of channel length direction x.

Figure 3: Heat flux profile along chamber length obtained with the PF model (data from Hewitt et al. (1994))
Knowledge of function hf is, however, performable only in some cases, such, for example for continuous
steel-reheating furnace (Tucker and Ward, 2012), where burners are placed in the certain length segments
combusting fuel perpendicularly to the length axis of furnace. Thus according to burner duty it is possible
to specify in these segments the parameter hf.
For refinery fired heaters, such as vertical cylindrical type (see Figure 1, right part) the function hf along
height (length) of combustion chamber is unknown, because flame going in axis of chamber through
several chamber length segments. Thus in such cases it is necessary to find function hf along chamber
height (length) from experimental test of given burner on testing facility and obtained results (knowledge of
function hf) use as input data for PF model (see chapter 3 above).
The same general assumptions are made in the PF model as in the WS case, namely, that all surfaces are
grey and that refractory surfaces are in thermal equilibrium. The flow is assumed to be uniform; the gas
temperature at any axial position is characterized by a single temperature, Tg; and the sink is characterized
by a uniform temperature, T1. However, in this case Tg varies with axial position dx. Finally, the assumption
is also made that axial heat transfer by radiation can be neglected and that the beam length corresponding
to a body of infinite length can be used in calculating gas emissivity (Hewitt et al., 1994).
Calculation procedure of PF model is based on the principle of iterative solution of heat balance and heat
transfer in each length segment dx based on refinement of the estimated mean gas temperature Tg in the
segment. The calculation goes sequentially through all length segments of solved combustion chamber.
The resulting heat flux profile along length of combustion chamber is then obtained by connecting the
calculated values of heat fluxes in centres of length segments, as shown in Figure 3 completing results of
PF calculation example from Hewitt et al. (1994).
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4.2 Development of Modified Plug Flow Model
Direct application of mathematical formulation of PF model to our experimental facility for burner testing
(see chapter 3.1) shown that some general assumptions in the PF model not fully correspond with our
burner testing facility situation and a PF model has to be modified. A significant difference is mainly that
the testing facility inside combustion chamber contains no refractory walls, because all the inner surface of
the test combustion chamber are absorbing surfaces (heat sink). From this reason estimated mean gas
temperature Tg in the first segment, calculated according PF model gives too high value. The calculated
final temperature of hot gases then it is too low and did not correspond to reality, which leads to an
underestimation of the heat flux in the first segment, and conversely a significant increase in the size of the
heat flux and temperatures in the following segments. After analysis of mathematical relations it was
proposed following modification of calculation of mean gas temperature in the first segment:

TgM  CTg  Tg

(1)

where: TgM is modified mean gas temperature in the first segment
Tg is mean gas temperature in the first segment calculated according PF model
CTg is correction factor for modification of mean gas temperature in the first segment, calculated as:

CTg  1 

Q1w
QTw

(2)

where: Q1w is heat absorbed by walls in the first segment of test combustion chamber
QTw is total heat absorbed by walls of all segments of test combustion chamber
It is obvious from equations (1) and (2) that calculation procedure of such modified plug flow (MPF)
furnace model is, more complicated, because evaluation of QTw in eq. (2) is possible just after end of
calculation sequence of all segments of combustion chamber. Thus, for first calculation of all segments the
value of parameter CTg is set to 1 and is modified in next runs of calculation of all segments. I.e. MPF
furnace model contains outer iterative loop for convergence of parameter CTg. The calculation of MPF
model ends when substituting value of CTg in the calculation of the first segment coincides with the value of
CTg obtained after the calculation of all segments.
Comparison of heat flux profile of low-NOx gas burner with duty 745 kW (see Chapter 3.2) obtained from
experimental measurement on burner testing facility with results of PF model and results of developed
MPF model is shown on Figure 4.

Figure 4: Comparison of heat flux profiles along length of test chamber for low-NOx gas burner with duty
745 kW (Legend: —— PF model, – – – MPF model, ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ Measurement)
On the next Figure 5 is then presented heat flux profile of low-NOx gas burner with duty 745 kW obtained
from experimental measurement on burner testing facility in comparison with results of developed MPF
model and with results of the best CFD model from Vondál and Hájek (2009).
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Figure 5: Comparison of measured and calculated (CFD, MPF) heat flux profiles along the test chamber
for 745 kW low-NOx gas burner (Legend: —— PF model, – – – MPF model, ∙∙∙∙∙∙∙∙ Measurement)

5. Conclusions
Actual results of development of so-called Modified Plug-Flow (MPF) furnace model for easy calculation
and identification of real distribution of heat flux along height (length) of combustion chamber are
presented. Obtained initial results show that MPF model is able to identify with sufficient accuracy the
actual burner thermal behaviour based on results of experimental measurements carried out at a burner
testing facility. Validation of the developed MPF furnace model will be a part of the future work together
with implementation of the model into improved fired heater design methodology.
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